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The exciting news this month is that FASC has been able to negotiate with the Journal,
‘Frontiers in Chemistry’, to produce a special volume relating to the 15th Anniversary of FASC.
This is an Open Journal and so the articles will be open to all readers without cost – good
advertising for all in Africa. There are costs borne by authors but we have arranged for
reduced fees, which are country dependent. See the article and details of the contacts for the
discounts in the newsletter. Information on a Roadmap for Chemistry, News from Lesotho and
data on Journal rankings (Africa) in Chemistry is also to be found in this issue.
Neil Coville
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ii)
List of African Journals (Chemistry)
CONFERENCES/WORKSHOPS
1.
XVth International Symposium on Environment, Catalysis and Process Engineering
2.
26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education
3.
3rd IEEE conference on Design and Test of integrated micro and nano-Systems
4.
Post-graduate Summer School on Green Chemistry, Venice, Italy
5.
African Materials Research Society (AMRS) Dakar, Senegal. POSTPONED to 2022
6.
ABC Chemistry conference 2022/2023
Detailed Conference information


ABOUT FASC
Information for the newsletter
Please send all information to Beth (admin@faschem.org), Emmanuel C. Ohaekenyem
(ec.ohaekenyem@unizik.edu.ng ) or to me (neil.coville@wits.ac.za )
Beth has placed all earlier newsletters on the FASC website.

Advertising in the FASC newsletter
The newsletter will provide a means of getting messages to our member countries. This
newsletter thus provides a means of advertising employment opportunities, conferences and
workshops, and even for companies/Universities to promote themselves. We encourage
member countries to use the Newsletter for advertising purposes. All conferences and events
will be advertised for free; if not a FASC country, or related event there could be a small charge.
For advertising costs, contact Beth in the FASC office

FASC member countries
We are currently attempting to upgrade our country membership list. There is a small charge
associated with membership. Please contact the treasurer, Prof Yonas Chebude for information
(yonasc@faschem.org ; yonasdb1@yahoo.com).

CHEMISTRY NEWS
Corona virus data
The numbers of virus cases (and deaths) keeps rising. But there are many sites now available
that summarise the current status of drug development.
i)
Some useful sites for hard data
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-global-data
https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
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FRONTIERS IN CHEMISTRY – SPECIAL VOLUME ON AFRICA
Frontiers in Chemistry (https://www.frontiersin.org/journals/chemistry)
Submission of a paper to the special edition of Frontiers in Chemistry: Celebration of the
15th Anniversary of FASC
The Federation of African Societies of Chemistry (FASC) was established in 2006 as a vehicle
to bring together the chemistry community on the African continent. Among the objectives of
the organization is the dissemination of chemical knowledge; especially research carried out
on the continent. FASC has thus pursued its objectives through a variety of activities, which
includes its biennial general assembly that usually forms part of a member society’s
conference. Such conferences and general assembly bring the community of chemists from the
continent and elsewhere to disseminate new knowledge and deliberate the affairs of the
organization.
To achieve this we have partnered with Frontiers in Chemistry (impact factor 3.69). It is our
hope that as we enter the 15th year of FASC, we can showcase with Frontiers in Chemistry
some of the excellent work produced by chemists on the African continent and elsewhere who
have over the years been part of the FASC family to celebrate this continental organization.
Frontiers in Chemistry is an Open access journal and thus costs will be borne by the authors.
We have however negotiated with Frontiers in Chemistry to obtain reduced rates for authors.
Authors will need to negotiate the discounts directly with Frontiers in Chemistry, as the
discounts will be country dependent. Details for this can be obtained from:
Lucy Chappel
Journal Specialist, Frontiers in Chemistry
Frontiers Editorial Office – Publishing Development
chemistry@frontiersin.org
It is the goal of this proposed Research Topic to publish high quality articles of work carried
out across the continent. The collection also welcomes Review Articles that provide expert
insights into typical subjects that could provide new directions for future research. Finally, over
the years the FASC general assembly has attracted participants from all over the globe, we are
extending a hand to all previous participants to use this publication to provide updates to their
research since they last participated in a FASC conference.
We welcome submissions of Original Research, Review, Mini Review, and Perspective articles
that address:
•
Any area of chemical research from the African continent
•
A focus on Green Chemistry, which has been a focal point of FASC meetings
•
Exciting new results, recent work or topical reviews that provide insights to areas of
chemistry where the authors have worked extensively
Prof James Darkwa
Guest editor
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African Chemical Societies News
i.

Lesotho

The Chemical Society of Lesotho in collaboration with the Faculty of Science and
Technology of the National University of Lesotho celebrate International Pi Day
“Mathematics is Everywhere for a Better World”
International Pi Day celebration is an annual event celebrating the mathematical
constant π (Pi). Pi Day is observed on March 14th (3/14 in the month/day format) since 3, 1,
and 4 are the first three significant digits of π. It was founded in 1988 by Larry Shaw, a
physicist at the Exploratorium, a museum of science, technology and arts in San Francisco. In
2009, the United States House of Representatives supported the designation of Pi Day.
UNESCO's 40th General Conference designated Pi Day as the International Day of
Mathematics in November 2019.
Pi is the ratio between the circumference of a circle and its diameter. While the idea of Pi has
been known for nearly 4000 years, accurately calculating it has been something of slightly
more recent mathematical development. By 2000 BC, the Egyptians and Babylonians
accurately used the constant to build. Mathematicians such as Archimedes, Fibonacci, François
Viète, Adriaan van Roomen, and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz all calculated Pi by various
methods. However, in 1706, Welsh mathematician William Jones introduced the Greek letter
π to represent the ratio of a circle’s circumference; Pi.
Pi Day has been observed in many ways, including eating pie, throwing pies and discussing
the significance of the number π, due to a pun based on the words "pi" and "pie"
being homophones in English ( /paɪ/), and the coincidental circular shape of many pies. Also,
some schools hold competitions as to which student can recall pi to the highest number of
decimal places. In 2020, some events were cancelled or modified due to COVID-19 concerns.
Mathematics concepts are used extensively in chemistry and, indeed, in every aspect of our
daily lives. It is the great astronomer, physicist and engineer, Galileo Galilei who once said that
“Mathematics is the alphabet with which God has written the universe”. He was perhaps
expressing his understanding of just how fundamental mathematics is to our very existence.
This ancient saying is never more relevant than today, where mathematics is the key to so much
of our daily lives, as exemplified by the many models that have been used to analyse and predict
the behaviour of the current COVID-19 pandemic that has the world in its grip. It is for this
reason that this year, the Chemical Society of Lesotho, in partnership with the Faculty of
Science and Technology at the National University of Lesotho, joined the global Pi Day (now
known as International Day of Mathematics) celebrations, by hosting a seminar on the
4
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relevance of mathematics in our daily lives. The seminar which was held virtually, started at
3:14 pm, on Wednesday, 17th March, 2021. The seminar was presented by Professor Motlatsi
Molati under this year’s theme: Mathematics for a Better World. The seminar covered the
history of mathematics and its branches as well as the many contemporary applications of
mathematics, such as how mathematical principles are used in the awarding of social grants,
modelling of infectious diseases, modelling of financial markets, modelling of disasters and
weather forecasting, network and security, mobile phone and internet coverage, satellites, and
so on.
Professor Molati is an Associate Professor of Applied Mathematics and Head of Department
of Mathematics and Computer Science at the National University of Lesotho. He obtained his
B.Sc. in Mathematics and Physics from the National University of Lesotho, B.Sc. (Hon), M.Sc.
and Ph.D. in Applied Mathematics, all from University of the Witwatersrand in South Africa.
Prof. Molati has taught mathematics at all undergraduate levels as well as the at honours and
masters levels. His main area of research is Lie Group Analysis of Differential Equations. He
also has research interests in Continuum Mechanics, General Relativity and Financial
Mathematics. He has attended several regional and international conferences, in particular, the
International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM), which is probably the oldest scientific
meeting, inaugurated in 1897 and has been held every four years since.
Dr Mosotho George
University of Lesotho

African Academy of Sciences
i)

Affiliates Membership Programme

Forty promising African early career researchers recognised Nairobi, Kenya, Friday 19 March
2021.
The African Academy of Sciences (AAS) has selected 40 promising researchers for its sixth
cohort of the Affiliates Membership Programme designed to recognise, mentor and develop
early career researchers into world class research leaders.
By recognising emerging scientists who demonstrate excellence in their work, the AAS seeks
to create a platform through which younger researchers are motivated to pursue a rewarding
career in science. Ultimately, the Affiliates programme seeks to produce all-rounded scientists
embodying the AAS’ values of excellence, empathy, diversity and integrity.
This group of 21 females and 19 males from 15 countries (Nigeria, Egypt, Kenya, South Africa,
Benin, Uganda, Tanzania, Madagascar, Senegal, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Ghana, Cameroon,
Tunisia and Mauritius) were selected through a rigorous process based on their demonstrated
excellence in the development and application of science in Africa. The selection not only
reflects the Academy’s commitment to gender balance but also diversity in scientific
disciplines.

Prof Catherine Ngila, Acting Executive Director of the African Academy of Sciences (AAS),
said “The Affiliates programme provides opportunities for mentorship to support Early Career
Researchers (ECRs) and acts as platform for building networks and partnership opportunities.
5
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The affiliate fellowship is a platform for the AAS to grow a critical mass of researchers who
work towards being recognized for nomination and election as AAS Fellows. The programme’s
initiative is in line with our tripartite mandate of recognising excellence.”
The 40 Affiliates were selected from over 200 competitive applicants who responded to the
2020 Call for AAS Affiliates. They join an existing network of 127 Affiliates drawn from
various
African
countries
and
across
several
scientific
disciplines.
AAS Affiliates are zealous researchers who strengthen and build the scientific community by
being innovators, reviewers, supervisors, mentors, lecturers, volunteers, policy advisors, and
members of professional associations. During their five-year membership, they will receive
professional development support in grant writing, publishing, science communication,
collaborative research, scientific leadership, and entrepreneurship, mentoring and networking.
Newly selected Affiliate, Delwendé Innocent Kiba from Burkina Faso said: “Science is a key
pathway for Africa to achieve its Agenda 2063. As a soil scientist, I hope, through my
affiliation with the AAS for the next five years, to develop research initiatives and partnerships
that can provide innovation to limit soil degradation and eradicate poverty and food insecurity
in Africa. I want to be a leader in the development of good science policy in Africa and become
a mentor for the next generation of young African scientists.”
Five new members in the Chemical Sciences were elected. They are;
Cynthia Ibeto - Nigeria
Bridget Mutuma – Kenya
Prinessa Chellan – South Africa
Lydia Rhyman – Mauritius
Armelle Tsamo Tontsa - Cameroon

Bridget Mutuma

COUNTRY (NATIONALITY): Kenya
DISCIPLINE: Chemical Sciences
BIO: Dr. Bridget Mutuma is a Lecturer/Research Scientist at the School of Pure and Applied
Sciences in Kirinyaga University, Kenya. She has a BSc. degree in Analytical Chemistry from
6
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Kenyatta University, (Kenya, 2009), an MSc degree in Material Science and Engineering from
Kangwon National University (South Korea, 2013) and a PhD in

Chemistry from the University of Witwatersrand (South Africa, 2016). Dr Mutuma has
extensive postdoctoral experience in nanomaterials, sensor technology and energy storage
systems. Her research interest is on the development of core-shell nanostructures/carbon-based
nanomaterials and their application in gas sensors, solar cells, supercapacitors and
photocatalysis. In particular, she has pioneered research in the design and use of hollow carbons
as gas sensing materials. Her current research entails the generation of core-shell
nanostructures for the design of gas and electrochemical sensors. Her research findings have
been published in over 30 peer-reviewed articles and presented in several national and
international conferences. In the last few years, she has mentored and co-supervised BSc
Honours, MSc and PhD students in the area of nanotechnology and materials chemistry. Dr
Mutuma has been a member of the India-Brazil-South Africa (IBSA); Solar energy project,
South African Chemical Society, and the American Chemical Society (ACS) and is a registered
Professional Natural Scientist (Pr.Sci.Nat). Due to her research achievements, she has received
several awards and fellowships; ACS PITTCON travel grant (USA, 2020), CNPq Visiting PhD
Research Fellowship (Brazil, 2016), Penny Huddle Memorial Award (Witwatersrand
University, 2015) and the Korean Government Scholarship Award (South Korea, 2010), among
others.
Taken from AAS news

Younger Chemists’ News
i)
Post-graduate Summer School on Green Chemistry
The Green Sciences for Sustainable Development Foundation (www.gssd-foundation.org) is
organizing the 13th Edition of the Post-graduate Summer School on Green Chemistry that
will be held from the 4th to 10th of July 2021 in Venice.
This Summer School follows the 12 previous editions held from 1998 to 2020, but will be the
first one organized both on site and online.
Scholarships will be offered to young talented chemists from developing countries. We will
be very glad if you would consider participating in the Summer School. Applications are now
open! You can find complete information about the School in the Summer School Poster and
at the following website: www.greenchemistry.school.
Aurelia Visa
On behalf of Pietro Tundo,
Chair of Summer School on Green Chemistry
E-mail:green.chemistry@unive.it
Web: www.unive.it/ssgc
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/greenchemvenice2020/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/greenchemsummer
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/greenchemsummer/
ii)

African Young Chemists Network (AYCN)
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It is an exciting time to be a young chemist on the African continent. The African Younger
Chemists Network (AYCN) seeks to display the unique talents of young researchers on the
continent and to provide a platform for constructive career development and engagements
across the globe.
Currently, the AYCN is in its development stage, and is looking for enthusiastic volunteers for
the following subcommittees:
Finance, governance, membership, international liaison, social media, and public outreach.
If you are would like to be involved, please fill out your details via the link below.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfHIcSdblbYL2mbkcggREUrbkfvEwc7KU_bnczve9lx0j1Bw/viewform
For more information please contact Ms Bianca Davids at aycn.chemists@gmail.com See the
Google form link introducing the AYCN and requesting volunteers to populate the various
subcommittees. https://forms.gle/hVAM8UeEY57hjusPA The form will be open until the end
of the year.
Contact email: aycn.chemists@gmail.com; Contact people: Ms Bianca Davids, Dr Sadhna
Mathura
iii)

International Young Chemists Network (IYCN)

Professional Development Skills:
The International Younger Chemists Network (IYCN; https://www.iycnglobal.com/),
affiliated organization of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) is
organizing a series of FREE live workshops devoted to support and empower early-career
chemists with professional development skills to advance their careers.
Stephen O Aderinto: soaderinto1@sheffield.ac.uk

Commonwealth Chemistry News
i)

UPDATE - Inaugural Commonwealth Chemistry Congress—Partnerships
for the Goals, 18-20 May 2021

The dates for the virtual Congress will be 18-20 May 2021 with each day having a two or three
hour session. The programme will have the planned scientific themed sessions together with
sessions covering ‘Chemistry and the Commonwealth’ and ‘Career Conversations’.
8
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Dear Colleagues,
We are excited to communicate with you about an event that Commonwealth Chemistry is
organising to take place on 8th March, to mark international Women’s Day and Commonwealth
Day.
Commonwealth Chemistry Secretariat

A Roadmap for Chemistry
Staying abreast as to where chemistry will be in the years ahead is not an easy task. However,
some good articles are available that try and visualise the future in very general terms. One
example of this is a paper entitled Chemistry 2030: A Roadmap for Chemistry (Angew.
Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 60 (10) 4956–4960; https://doi.org/10.1002/anie.202014779) by Prof.
Javier Garcia‐Martinez
Abstract: This new decade poses many new challenges at many different levels. The SIDE
vision for Chemistry 2030 gathers the main recommendations from various organizations and
initiatives and provides a roadmap for the advancement of chemistry and to respond to
increasingly complex and interconnected challenges.Some parts of the article are highlighted
below;
a)
Chemistry as the science and industry of reuse
“……the scale of the chemical industry, which is expected to double its volume by 2030.”
But “According to the latest edition of the Circularity Gap Report, only about 31 % of the raw
materials are transformed into useful products. The vast majority is lost as waste or emitted or
dispersed into the environment.6 In 2019, only 8.6 % of what we produced was recovered and
reused”
“……chemistry must evolve from being the science and industry of transformation (linear) to
the science and industry of reuse (circular), ….”……. “and represents an opportunity to place
chemistry at the center of the new circular economy.” (See Fig 1)

9
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the two models of chemistry: (left) the old linear
concept based on the transformation of raw materials into products and waste and (right)
the new chemistry of reuse that involves a close loop system where resources are
continuously used and the production of waste is minimized (Angew. Chem. Int.
Ed. 2020, 60 (10) 4956–4960).
b)

Rethinking chemistry innovation and education

“The chemical industry is going through major transformations driven by consolidation—as a
result of major mergers, adaptation to increasingly demanding regulations, great volatility in
prices, and increasingly complex and interconnected supply chains.”
“Chemical industries have digitalized most of their processes, plants, and distributions
channels, but there is an untapped opportunity to take that data and apply artificial intelligence
to make full use of that information and combine it with robotics to improve safety,
reproducibility, and efficiency. Similarly, and in a matter of few years, the use of machine
learning and artificial intelligence in chemistry research has yielded stunning advances in a
broad range of fields including catalysts, new drugs discovery, advanced materials, and, just a
few months ago, a major breakthrough in protein‐folding. “
“Most chemical plants are fully digitized and machines operate many of the processes in
industry, but most chemists do not know how to code an algorithm or program a robot. These
new skills and the knowledge are becoming increasingly important.”
“The most effective way to adapt chemistry research and industry to the new normal is to
reimagine chemistry education. If we keep teaching chemistry like in the second industrial
revolution, we will produce excellent chemists for a world that no longer exists.”
c)

Building a more diverse and inclusive Chemistry

“The beginning of this decade has also been characterized by a strong demand for greater
diversity and inclusiveness in all facets of life. Despite the efforts that have been made,
especially from the human rights movement over 50 years ago, discrimination is still a reality,
and chemistry is not immune to it.”
“To give minorities and early‐career chemists a platform and a voice, at IUPAC in
collaboration with the International Younger Chemists' Network (IYCN), we have launched
ChemVoices.”
10
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“We shouldn't forget that 2030 is also the deadline we have given ourselves for achieving the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).”
“The SIDE vision for Chemistry 2030 (Figure 2) gathers key recommendations from various
organizations, initiatives, and authors and provides a roadmap for the advancement of
chemistry and to respond to increasingly complex and interconnected challenges.”
“According to those recommendations, sustainability, innovation, diversity, and education are
four pillars that should define our efforts in the next decade.”

Figure 2: showing key features of SIDE (Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 60 (10) 4956–4960)
Data taken from the Open Access article: A Roadmap for Chemistry (Angew. Chem. Int.
Ed. 2020, 60 (10) 4956–4960; https://doi.org/10.1002/anie.202014779) by Prof. Javier
Garcia‐Martinez
AFRICAN JOURNALS OF CHEMISTRY

i)

Rankings of Chemistry Journals (Africa)

The ranking of all Chemistry Journals is available on the WEB. The data below relate to
Chemical Journals produced in Africa
https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?country=Africa&type=j&category=1601

11
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Title

Type

1

Journal of Chemistry

2

South African
Journal of Chemistry

Bulletin of the
3

Chemical Society of
Ethiopia

4

Egyptian Journal of
Chemistry

Mediterranean
5

Journal of Chemistry
(discontinued)

6

ii)

Moroccan Journal of
Chemistry

H index

0.332
Q2

0.230
Q3

0.198
Q3

0.183
Q3

0.173
Q3

0.134
Q4

Total
Docs.
(2019)

Total
Docs.
(3years)

Total
Cites
(3years)

Cites /
Doc.
(2years)

44

326

12827

731

18

12

396

83

22

54

1783

152

9

216

7573

272

5

88

3008

73

3

43

1432

73

Journals in Africa (Chemistry)

Scientific African

Published by the Next Einstein Forum in collaboration with Elsevier.
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/scientific-african

Journal of the Kenya Chemical Society (JKCS)
This is a peer-reviewed multi-disciplinary chemistry journal published by the Kenya Chemical
Society (KCS). JKCS publishes findings from all areas of chemistry including organic,
inorganic, physical, analytical, materials chemistry and nanoscience, computational chemistry
and environmental chemistry. JKCS also publishes reviews in all areas of chemistry. Published
12
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articles are available at https://kenyachemicalsociety.org/journals. Manuscripts should be
submitted to the Editor-in-Chief at eic.jkcs@gmail.com for processing and peer-review.

Chemistry Africa.
A Journal of the Tunisian Chemical Society
https://www.springer.com/chemistry/journal/42250?utm_source=hybris&utm_medium=emai
l&utm_content=internal&utm_campaign=JFTT_2_aww_2018newjournals

Journal of the Mauritanian Chemical Society (JMCS)
Publishes research articles and conference proceedings in English or French. This is published
online at: http://www.scmauritania.org/journal-scm; M A Sanhoury, JMCS Coordination
Editor.
South African Journal of Chemistry

This Journal is published electronically. The webpage is: http://www.saci.co.za/, Details of
the journal and the editors can be seen at http://www.journals.co.za/sajchem/. The South
African Journal of Chemistry, published by the South African Chemical Institute, has been
publishing high quality papers, in all fields of Chemistry for over 100 years. The Journal went
fully electronic in 2000 and is freely available through open access online
(http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/chem).
African Corrosion Journal (online).

Commenced in 2015 – a peer reviewed corrosion journal. This journal may be of interest to the
“practical” chemists amongst the SACI membership. https://view.publitas.com/icp1/african-corrosion-journal
African Journal of Chemical Education

Enquiries and manuscripts should be addressed to the Editor-in-Chief: email
eic@faschem.org, PO Box 2305, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. AJCE, 2016, 6(1) ISSN 2227-5835
The online version appears in the FASC website (www.faschem.org) and in the AJOL website
(www.ajol.info).


South African Journal of Science TOC@assaf.org.za

Journal of the Chemical Society of Nigeria

csnjournals@gmail.com; csnjournals@yahoo.com; editor@chemsocnigeria.org


Bulletin of the Chemical Society of Ethiopia
http://www.ajol.info/index.php/bcse/index

South African Journal of Chemical Engineering

A fully open access journal http://www.journals.elsevier.com/south-african-journal-ofchemical-engineering/
African Journal of Pure and Applied Chemistry

Editorial Office: ajpac@academicjournals.org help desk: helpdesk@academicjournals.org;
URL: www.academicjournals.org/journal/AJPAC

CONFERENCES/WOKSHOPS
13
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Upcoming events
i)
XVth International Symposium on Environment, Catalysis and Process
Engineering 23th -25th November 2021 Marrakech, Morocco
ii)
26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education, 18-22 July 2022,
Cape Town
iii)
3rd IEEE conference on Design and Test of integrated micro and nano-Systems ,
7-10 June 2020, Tunisia
iv)
Post-graduate Summer School on Green Chemistry, Venice, Italy (4-10th July
2021). www.greenchemistry.school
v)
African Materials Research Society (AMRS 2021) Dec 2022, Dakar, Senegal
https://africanmrs.net (On behalf of the African Materials Research Society (AMRS) Board of
Directors, the email serves to inform you that due to the prevailing COVID-19 pandemic, we
will not have our planned biennial conference in December 2021. The hope is that by December
2022, the situation will have normalized to allow us to experience the physical interactions
which are very effective for nurturing collaborations as is typical of our biennial conferences.
Consequently, the 11th biennial AMRS conference which was supposed to be held in Dakar,
Senegal, in 2021 has been moved to December 2022. It also follows that the 12th biennial
AMRS conference that was supposed to be held in Kigali, Rwanda in 2023 has been moved to
December 2024
Kitso Marape
Botswana; +2673607678; +2672816190; www.africanmrs.net
vi)

ABC Chemistry conference Morocco Dec 2022

Detailed conference information
i)

XVth International Symposium on Environment, Catalysis and Process Engineering
(23 - 25 November 2021 | Marrakech, Morocco)
Conference Dates: November 23-25, 2021
Abstract Submission Opens: October 29, 2020
Registrations Opens: November 02, 2020
Contact info: Abdelhak.kherbeche@ecgpmorocco.com; 00212-661-081-734

ii)

26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education

The Covid-19 pandemic has led to profound changes in the way we work and live. The current steep
increase in cases as well as the uncertainty about international travel means that it is no longer feasible
to host the 26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education in Cape Town in January
2021. The IUPAC Committee for Chemistry Education has agreed to a further postponement of the
conference to July 2022. The conference will be known as ICCE 2022. Preliminary information
about ICCE 2022 is given below.
14
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Dates: 18-22 July 2022
Venue: Lagoon Beach Hotel and Conference Venue
Abstracts
The call for abstracts will be re-opened on 4 October 2021. If you have already submitted an abstract,
you will be invited to resubmit your abstract when the submission process re-opens.
Registration
Registration will re-open on 4 October 2021. Should you have already paid your registration fee, we
are pleased to advise that we will honour the 2020 registration fees. All unpaid registrations will be
carried over to the 2022 event and re-invoiced at the revised registration fee. You are free to cancel
your registration and to re-register for ICCE 2022 at the new rates. Please click on the link below to
submit your response.
We look forward to seeing you in Cape Town in July 2022 and ask you to circulate this notice to your
colleagues who may not be members of SACI.
Please address any questions to icce2022@allevents.co.za and consult the
website, https://www.icce2022.org.za/, for regular updates.
The Local Organising Committee for ICCE 2022
For registration queries: +27 (0)21 910 1913 • email: icce2022@allevents.co.za
Event Organiser office: +27 (0)21 712 0571
email: icce@eventmanagmentsolutions.co.za
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3rd IEEE conference on Design and Test of integrated micro and nanoSystems
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Post-graduate Summer School on Green Chemistry, Venice, Italy
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ABC Chemistry Conference 2022/2023

The conference date has been moved to late 2022/early 2023. It will be held at the Palais des congrès –
Marrakech, Morocco. FASC will be hosting the event.
We are hoping to have an excellent turnout from African member countries at this event. More information
will be made available in the months ahead.
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